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Executive summary
According to the Grant Agreement, ATOS is the lead beneficiary of this deliverable. However, this
has been requested to be changed to UPRC in the first amendment (Reason: This change is
proposed to be made since the Task Leader of Task 2.2 is UPRC).
This deliverable is divided in two parts. First, we provide an overview for the ontology that was
developed for YAKSHA. The ontology that is used by a system is the actual backbone of the
information that it collects, processes and produces. However, based on the research performed
in this work package we noticed that important forensics information that should be collected was
not included in state of the art ontologies. Therefore, we significantly extended them, populating
them with many “fields” that are necessary when performing digital forensics on Windows, Linux
and Android based devices. Finally, the deliverable discusses how we handle interoperability
issues without compromising productivity.
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1. Introduction
The continuous rise of the Internet and its penetration in our daily lives made many researchers
ponder on what are the upcoming issues that we will face. As everyone observes, the Internet is
full of information that is constantly consumed by humans and machines. While this information
is available to everyone, extracting knowledge out this information is not a trivial task nor
straightforward. The information is offered in structured and unstructured forms and can be made
available through different formats and protocols. This creates a huge issue as to extract
knowledge all this information needs to be homogenised, categorised, correlated etc. Therefore,
there is a need for a common language1, a way to express similar things in the similar way so that
entities on the other side, regardless of whether they are human, or machines can easily process
them. This need set the basis of what we now call the semantic web, which the W3C defines as:
“The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused
across application, enterprise, and community boundaries”2.
To reach this goal we need to define the “things” of each domain and how they interact with each
other. One of the most profound ways is through ontologies, “an explicit specification of a
conceptualization” 3 as Gruber defines them. Ontologies consist of a set of terms, the vocabulary,
and the relationships between them. It is worthwhile to notice that the term vocabulary and
ontology are often interchanged. In principle there is no difference between the two terms. In
practice however, when we have many terms and a lot of complex relationships between the
terms, we refer to it as ontology, if not, vocabulary. Thus, an ontology can describe arbitrary things
in a way that can be consumed by humans and machines, that is a format that is both machine
and human readable. Currently, there are several languages that are specifically designed to
describe and annotate data like Resource Description Framework (RDF), Web Ontology
Language (OWL), and Extensible Markup Language (XML). The annotation part is really
important as it allows machines to process information and extract the needed information
immediately without the need to use other algorithms to perform e.g. natural language processing
to infer what is exchanged.

1https://protege.stanford.edu/publications/ontology_development/ontology101-noy-mcguinness.html
2https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
3Gruber,

Thomas R. "Toward principles for the design of ontologies used for knowledge sharing?."
International journal of human-computer studies 43.5-6 (1995): 907-928.
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Security Ontologies
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2. Security Ontologies
In security there is a wide range of information that has to be collected when performing a digital
investigation. A partial overview of this information includes the following:


memory artifacts



artifacts from storage devices



network communications



OS artifacts



log files (host, service, network security appliances etc.)

All this information has to be processed in order to understand e.g. what has happened in an
information system4, the possible attack scenarios 5 or how to define and apply defense
mechanisms6 and measure their effectiveness 7. Apparently, the aforementioned artifacts can in
radical different format that may range from raw data and log text files, to executable files and
network packets. Moreover, this information is collected from different tools, with different scope
and granularity, and having in many cases totally different output. Evidently, to correlate this
information and extract the needed knowledge, the unification process can be greatly improved
by a security ontology.
The use of ontologies in security is definitely not a new topic 8 and there are multiple factors to be
considered9. The corresponding literature has several of them, the bulk of which focuses on
different aspects, e.g. forensics, malware, intrusion detection etc.

One of the first security

ontologies is from Brinson et al. 10 who defined an ontology focusing on digital forensics. Alzaabi
et al.11 proposed an ontology focused on forensics on smartphones.

4Saad,

Sherif, and Issa Traore. "Semantic aware attack scenarios reconstruction." Journal of Information
Security and Applications 18.1 (2013): 53-67.
5Saad, Sherif, and Issa Traore. "Extracting attack scenarios using intrusion semantics." International
Symposium on Foundations and Practice of Security. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2012.
6de Vergara, JE López, et al. "Use of ontologies for the definition of alerts and policies in a network security
platform." Journal of Networks 4.8 (2009): 720-733.
7Mateos, Verónica, et al. "Definition of response metrics for an ontology-based automated intrusion response
systems." Computers & Electrical Engineering 38.5 (2012): 1102-1114.
8Howard, John D., and Thomas A. Longstaff. A common language for computer security incidents. No.
SAND98-8667. Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM (US); Sandia National Labs., Livermore, CA
(US), 1998.
9Obrst, Leo, Penny Chase, and Richard Markeloff. "Developing an Ontology of the Cyber Security Domain."
STIDS. 2012.
10Brinson, Ashley, Abigail Robinson, and Marcus Rogers. "A cyber forensics ontology: Creating a new
approach to studying cyber forensics." digital investigation 3 (2006): 37-43.
11Alzaabi, Mohammed, et al. "The Use of Ontologies in Forensic Analysis of Smartphone Content." The
Journal of Digital Forensics, Security and Law: JDFSL 10.4 (2015): 105.
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Park, SunHo and Kwo 12 introduced an ontology focused on cybercrime, therefore, their ontology
focuses on categories of cybercrime, laws, evidence and information of criminals. Cosic, Cosic
and Baca13 introduced another ontology to manage the chain of custody process. Undercoffer
and et al. [4] proposed the first ontology for intrusion detection systems which was later extended
by Hung and Liu14. Another ontology for intrusion detection systems to trigger alerts once an
attack is detected was proposed by Abdoli and Kahani 15. Cuppens-Boulahia et al.16 proposed an
ontology for intrusion detection systems to detect network attacks as well as More et al. 17. For
network forensics there is also the ontology of Saad and Traore 18. Another security ontology,
crafted for web application attacks was proposed by Razzaq et al.19 Focusing on more complex
attacks, Frye, Cheng and Heflin20 proposed another ontology.
Several malware specific ontologies have been proposed in the literature such as the Malware
Attribute Enumeration and Characterization (MAEC) from MITRE21, Mundie and Mcintire22, Huang
et al.23, Grégio et al.24.
While STIX25 proposed by MITRE is one of the standard ways to share information regarding
cyber security events it is based on XML so its scope is rather limited, therefore another proposal
to unify the collected information so that it can be processed by a SIEM based on OWL was
proposed by Granadillo et al.26. This unification approach was continued by other ontologies, such

12Park,

Heum, SunHo Cho, and Hyuk-Chul Kwon. "Cyber forensics ontology for cyber criminal investigation."
International Conference on Forensics in Telecommunications, Information, and Multimedia. Springer,
Berlin, Heidelberg, 2009.
13Ćosić, Jasmin, Zoran Ćosić, and Miroslav Baća. "An ontological approach to study and manage digital
chain of custody of digital evidence." Journal of Information and Organizational Sciences 35.1 (2011):
1-13.
14Hung, Shao-Shin, and Damon Shing-Min Liu. "A user-oriented ontology-based approach for network
intrusion detection." Computer Standards & Interfaces 30.1-2 (2008): 78-88.
15Abdoli, F., and Mohsen Kahani. "Using attacks ontology in distributed intrusion detection system."
Advances in Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering. Springer, Dordrecht, 2008. 153-158.
16Cuppens-Boulahia, Nora, et al. "An ontology-based approach to react to network attacks." International
Journal of Information and Computer Security 3.3-4 (2009): 280-305.
17More, Sumit, et al. "A knowledge-based approach to intrusion detection modeling." Security and Privacy
Workshops (SPW), 2012 IEEE Symposium on. IEEE, 2012.
18Saad, Sherif, and Issa Traore. "Method ontology for intelligent network forensics analysis." Privacy Security
and Trust (PST), 2010 Eighth Annual International Conference on. IEEE, 2010.
19Razzaq, Abdul, et al. "Ontology based application level intrusion detection system by using bayesian filter."
Computer, Control and Communication, 2009. IC4 2009. 2nd International Conference on. IEEE, 2009.
20Frye, Lisa, Liang Cheng, and Jeff Heflin. "An ontology-based system to identify complex network attacks."
Communications (ICC), 2012 IEEE International Conference on. IEEE, 2012.
21https://maecproject.github.io/
22Mundie, David A., and David M. Mcintire. "An ontology for malware analysis." Availability, Reliability and
Security (ARES), 2013 Eighth International Conference on. IEEE, 2013.
23Huang, Hsien-Der, et al. "Ontology-based intelligent system for malware behavioral analysis." Fuzzy
Systems (FUZZ), 2010 IEEE International Conference on. IEEE, 2010.
24Grégio, André, et al. "Ontology for malware behavior: A core model proposal." WETICE Conference
(WETICE), 2014 IEEE 23rd International. IEEE, 2014.
25Barnum, Sean. "Standardizing cyber threat intelligence information with the Structured Threat Information
eXpression (STIX)." MITRE Corporation 11 (2012): 1-22.
26Granadillo, Gustavo Gonzalez, et al. "An ontology-based model for siem environments." Global Security,
Safety and Sustainability & e-Democracy. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2012. 148-155.
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as STUCCO27, the CPE ontology28 for Common Platform Enumerations in National Vulnerability
Database29. In this unification process one of the most mature ontologies and comprehensive is
UCO30 from Syed, Zareen, et al. as it extends many current cybersecurity standards, vocabularies
and ontologies. More precisely, UCO can be considered an extension of Common Vulnerabilities
and Exposures (CVE)31, Common Configuration Enumeration (CCE) 32, Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS)33, Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) 34,
Cyber Observables eXpression (CybOX) 35, KillChain36 and STUCCO. UCO was recently
extended to the CASE ontology of Casey et al. 37.

Gonzalez Granadillo, Gustavo, et al. "An ontology-driven approach to model SIEM information and
operations using the SWRL formalism." International Journal of Electronic Security and Digital Forensics
7 4.2-3 (2012): 104-123.
27Iannacone, Michael, et al. "Developing an ontology for cyber security knowledge graphs." Proceedings of
the 10th Annual Cyber and Information Security Research Conference. ACM, 2015.
28Khadilkar, Vaibhav, Jyothsna Rachapalli, and Bhavani Thuraisingham. "Semantic web implementation
scheme for national vulnerability database (Common Platform Enumeration Data)." University of Texas
at Dallas, Tech. Rep. UTDCS-01-10 (2010).
29https://nvd.nist.gov
30Syed, Zareen, et al. "UCO: A Unified Cybersecurity Ontology." AAAI Workshop: Artificial Intelligence for
Cyber Security. 2016.
31https://cve.mitre.org/
32https://cce.mitre.org/
33
https://www.first.org/cvss
34https://capec.mitre.org/
35https://cyboxproject.github.io/
36http://vistology.com/ont/STIX/killchain.owl
37http://legacydirs.umiacs.umd.edu/~oard/desi7/papers/EC.pdf
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Capítulo 2

The YAKSHA Ontology
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3. The YAKSHA Ontology
To realise the goals of YAKSHA we need to automate and streamline the analysis and reasoning
process of the collected information from the honeypots in order to correlate it and extract new
knowledge. Moreover, by defining what input is needed in each step of the process, one may
differentiate from current tools (this is rather important in the case of anti-forensics toolkits) and
use other than the proposed or even custom ones to extract the specific piece of information. For
the realisation of the ontology we selected Web Ontology Language (OWL) as OWL describes
semantic relationships between data, while RDF define the structure of the data. In this regard,
as shown in Figure 1, OWL is a layer above RDF. OWL allows you to add more restrictions to
your knowledge representation. OWL categorises relationships into object and data properties
and it enables addition of restrictions on properties. Hence OWL can facilitate the use of Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning as envisioned in YAKSHA.

Figure 1: Latest Layercake of the Semantic Web.

Source: https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/
The developed ontology is an extension of the CASE ontology, therefore if one tries to visualise
it in terms of existing ontologies it would look like Figure 2.
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Figure 2: YAKSHA Ontology Compared to its Peers

While honeypots are being used worldwide to attract attackers and gather intelligence on their
modus operandi it is very crucial to investigate how this intelligence is collected and if it adheres
to a digital forensics logic. Note that digital evidence related to the attacker need to be gathered
by following international guidelines such as ACPO’s good practice guide for digital evidence38
and by following, upon digital evidence acquisition, the order of volatility as described in RFC
3227 (Guidelines for Evidence Collection and Archiving). ACPO’s principle 2 states that: “In
circumstances where a person finds it necessary to access original data, that person must be
competent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the implications of
their actions” while Principle 3 states that: “An audit trail or other record of all processes applied
to digital evidence should be created and preserved. An independent third party should be able
to examine those processes and achieve the same result”.

38

http://library.college.police.uk/docs/acpo/digital-evidence-2012.pdf
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In a honeypot as a service an environment the objective is not to end up performing dead forensics
but to monitor live systems and to triage the monitored systems, in order to assess a malicious
actor’s activity inside a honeypot, examine his modus operandi, correlate it with other known
malicious activity and pre-existing IOCs and possible create new Indicators of Compromise
(IoC’s) and relevant threat intel. In previous works (Shiaeles et al, 2013 39) open source forensic
tool chests have been examined and it was deemed that there is no single robust triage tool that
would collect all possibly useful digital evidence. However, artifacts related to windows systems
were catalogued and they evaluated whether the examined tools were collecting them. Utilizing
the outcome of this and other relevant works as well as by examining other triage tools for Linux
and Android systems we catalogued artifacts that need to be collected, always based on the order
of volatility, in order to assess a malicious actor’s activity, analyze it and create relevant threat
intelligence and IoCs. These artifacts apply to activity related to malware samples but can also
be applied to other cases where a malicious actor misuses a computer.
One of the tasks in WP2 is to design an ontology that will be used for storing the extracted
information. The dilemma that we faced was whether to start anew or examine existing
cybersecurity ontologies and check if one of them fitted our purposes as it is or in an extended
version.

From

the

ontologies

that

were

examined

Unified

Cyber

Ontology

(https://github.com/ucoProject/UCO) and Cyber-investigation Analysis Standard Expression
(CASE - https://github.com/casework/case) - which extends UCO were deemed the most relevant
to our purpose with CASE containing a lot of entities related to the artifacts that must be collected
from YAKSHA honeypots. However, CASE was missing a lot of elements related to digital forensic
artifacts that will be collected from the triage tools which the team aims to use on YAKSHA
honeypots. For example, data properties related to Internet Activity such as visitedURL,
visitedURL_Title, visitedURL_visit time were missing making it hard to store intelligence related
to the URLs a malicious actor visited to download his tools or perform further attacks, etc.
Thus, we opted to extend CASE and add all relevant fields needed to store intelligence that needs
to be gather during triaging the honeypots that are being monitored in order to produce further
intelligence and relevant IoCs. In the final deliverable more than 1000 entities were added to
CASE ontology and around 50 pre-existing were modified (see image below).

39

Shiaeles S, Chryssanthou A., Katos V., On-scene triage open source forensic tool chests: Are
they effective?, Digital Investigation (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.diin.2013.04.002
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Comparative Ontology metrics of the 2 existing ontologies (UCO and CASE) and YAKSHA are
depicted in the table below.

UCO

CASE

YAKSHA

Axiom

633

2120

3944

Logical axiom count

377

1358

2415

Declaration axioms count

215

660

1029

Class count

106

191

239

Object property count

59

109

146

Data property count

45

301

585

Individual count

7

58

58

Annotation property count

2

7

8

DL expressivity

ALCHQ(D)

ALCHQ(D)

ALCHQ(D)

SubClassOf

126

211

259

EquivalentClass

16

0

0

DisjointClasses

0

12

14

GCI count

0

0

0

Hidden GCI count

21

0

0

Metrics

Class Axioms

Object property axioms
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SubObjectPropertyOf

11

7

44

EquivalentObjectProperties

1

0

0

InverseObjectProperties

1

0

0

DisjointObjectProperties

0

0

0

FunctionalObjectProperty

1

55

59

InverseFunctionalObjectProperty

0

0

0

TransitiveObjectProperty

0

0

0

SymmetricObjectProperty

1

0

0

AsymmetricObjectProperty

0

0

0

ReflexiveObjectProperty

0

0

0

IrreflexiveObjectProperty

4

0

0

ObjectPropertyDomain

72

100

137

ObjectPropertyRange

52

102

125

SubPropertyChainOf

0

0

0

SubDataPropertyOf

9

4

292

EquivalentDataProperties

0

0

6

DisjointDataProperties

0

0

3

FunctionalDataProperty

1

217

218

DataPropertyDomain

49

292

638

DataPropertyRange

33

300

561

Class Assertion

0

58

58

ObjectPropertyAssertion

0

0

0

DataPropertyAssertion

0

0

0

NegativeObjectPropertyAssertion

0

0

0

NegativeDataPropertyAssertion

0

0

0

SameIndividual

0

0

0

DifferentIndividuals

0

0

0

AnnotationAssertion

41

101

499

AnnotationPropertyDomain

0

0

0

AnnotationPropertyRangeOf

0

1

1

Data Property Axioms

Individual axioms

Annotation axioms

The entities covered areas such as Processes, Network Activity, System Information, Logon
Information, Scheduled Tasks, Autoruns, Browser / internet activity and File activity.
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For instance, Autoruns is an important part of every investigation on a windows system, since it
helps the investigator uncover whether and how the attacker has achieved persistence. For
example

the

investigator

can

search

regular

autorun

locations

(indicatively

see

https://www.forensicmag.com/article/2012/05/windows-7-registry-forensics-intrusion-relatedactivities) to see whether something is executed on startup. This type of information was not
located in the examined ontology, thus several data properties and a class were created (see
picture below), in order to be able to log it, based on the information gathered by the relevant
digital

forensics

tool

of

choice

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/sysinternals/downloads/autoruns) – see also picture below -).

Below a picture of one of the relevant created entities, namely autorun_registry_location, is
depicted. The entity relates to a registry key related to a Windows autorun entry.
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Similarly, in order to investigate what the malware or the attacker did on the monitored system all
the possible intelligence related to the processes running on the systems needs to be gathered.
CASE ontology logged general information on a process such as process name and id (pid) but
did not log, for example, what “handles” the process had opened. Handles are files opened by
the process and they can show to the investigator what a malware for example is accessing and
using. The relevant fields created are depicted in the image below and are again selected based
on

the

information

gathered

by

the

relevant

digital

forensics

tool

of

choice

(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/handle).
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Chapter 4
Interoperability
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4. Interoperability
In essence, YAKSHA is a distributed system which consists of several components that unify a
rather heterogeneous technologies and systems. This is because YAKSHA actually builds other
virtualised systems on the fly. To achieve interoperability in this environment we have identified
several tools that can facilitate this task, some of which are Python based.
Fabric40 provides an API to execute shell commands remotely over SSH, returning Python
objects.
Sandboxed Execution Environment (SEE)41 is a framework for building test automation in secured
Environments, supporting several Hypervisors like Qemu, VirtualBox, and LXC.
Moreover, sandboxapi42 supports several sandbox environments and several methods for each
one to check e.g. availability, analysis status etc.
However, to support interoperability between components we have opted for the use of RESTful
interfaces that exchange JSON objects. REST is natively supported by almost all languages and
allows developers to build frameworks that can be easily documented, build and tested. To this
end we will use Swagger43. Using its editor, see Figure 3, one can easily build an interface that
other developers can use and test, without the need to go through many iterations. Moreover, the
use of RESTful interfaces allows the platform to be developed with many programming
languages, as YAKSHA partners specialise in different platforms and technologies. Therefore,
this approach homogenises the development and interoperability of the components.
Finally, the use of JSON web Tokens44, which have recently became an industry standard (RFC
7519) are considered for the exchange of data as it provides a standardised secure way of
exchanging information.

40

http://www.fabfile.org/
https://github.com/F-Secure/see
42 https://github.com/InQuest/python-sandboxapi
43 https://swagger.io/
44 https://jwt.io/
41
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Figure 3: Swagger Editor
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Conclusions
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5. Conclusions
While this deliverable marks the delivery of the core ontology that will be used throughout the
project, by no means does this constitute the freeze of its development. The ontology is subject
to research findings and technological needs, therefore, depending on the upcoming needs of the
project, the ontology will be updated accordingly. We expect that its usage will provide the
necessary backbone for a formal yet easy to use common language to exchange findings of the
different tools and procedures to be followed.
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